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The Service for Eva
Held at Christchurch Crematorium Chapel

On Monday 30 January 2017
At 2.00pm

Officiating: 
Sarah Gnad

Afterglow
I’d like the memory of me

to be a happy one.

I’d like to leave an afterglow 

of smiles when life is done.

I’d like to leave an echo

whispering softly down the ways,

Of happy times and laughing times

and bright and sunny days.

I’d like the tears of those who grieve, 

to dry before the sun

Of happy memories 

that I leave when my life is done.

  - Helen Lowrie Marshall

The Lord’s Prayer
Our Father who art in heaven,

hallowed be thy name.
Thy Kingdom come, 

thy will be done,
on earth as it is heaven.

Give us this day our daily bread,
And forgive us our trespasses, 

as we forgive those who trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation, 

but deliver us from evil.
For thine is the Kingdom, 
the power and the glory.

forever and ever.
Amen

You are warmly invited to join Eva’s family at Deborah’s home 
at 22 Dunn Street, Somerfield for refreshments after the service.

Sisters of Nazareth Acknowledge those who 
made donations in memory of Eva.
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EULOGIES FOR EVA ASPRAY
EVA’S LIFE JOURNEY

By Wendy Aspray

 
The last few days have been a journey for Deborah, Evangelene and myself as we prepared for this day. There 
have been many hours of tears, feelings of overwhelming sadness and despair as to how we will manage to 
do this. There have also been many hours of laughter as we have listened to music, poems and looked at the 
hundreds of photos that show us Eva’s life experiences. These experiences have also shaped the lives of Roy, 
Deborah, Evangelene and myself in our relationship with Eva as a wife, mother and grandmother. We have seen 
and learned things that we didn’t know and for Evangelene it has provided a huge insight as to what life was like 
for Eva growing up in Liverpool during World War 2 and the years that followed. She has also seen photos of 
Deborah and I during our childhood and teenage years that are somewhat embarrassing but most families have 
them. The nude baby photos on the sheepskin, the haircuts and perms, the fashions and the relationships that 
have come and gone.

Eva was born the 10th April 1925 in Toxteth Park West, Liverpool, England, the first born child to Stanley and 
Ellen Fielding. Stanley was a motor mechanic for British Rail. Over the following years, three more sisters arrived, 
Joan (who died in a fire aged 2 years), June and Edna. Two brothers followed -James and Allan, when Eva was a 
teenager as a result of another relationship.

Eva’s first home was at 411 Grafton Street, Liverpool 8. This was a little two up two down house in a long row of 
terraced houses, in a street near the Mersey River (think Coronation Street but only smaller). Deborah and I have 
both visited this house during our travels to the UK.

Eva’s early years were influenced by the depression in the early 1930s and World War 2 (1939-1945). This made 
Mum very careful with her money and she was always on the lookout for a bargain or a sale and was reluctant to 
throw things away particularly food, as she hated to see things wasted. She did try to instil this trait in Deborah 
and I with limited success. She often said that we had no idea how difficult life was during those war years, and 
I guess we cannot really understand unless you have lived through those times. Our constant reminders that the 
war finished 60 years ago only seemed to irritate her further

Eva attended Upper Park Street School. We found one of her final school reports from 1939, as she was about to 
finish school at 14 years of age. These are some of the comments of the Head Teacher Mr A.F Bassnett, 

“Very capable girl, thoroughly dependable, always punctual, most helpful girl, excellent attendance record. Eva is 
thoroughly honest and trust worthy. Special Aptitude: Good Arithmetic.”

Eva left school in order to help out her family as her mother Ellen had the left the family by then. Eva had to run 
the household for her father Stanley and look after her two younger sisters June and Edna. 

Eva then started working at various companies from an office junior and worked her way up with her aptitude for 
numbers proving to be very useful. Also during this time Eva started to travel around the UK, and into Europe on 
short trips. Some trips were by herself, others were with her good friend Molly Webster. In the slide show there 
are some photos of Molly and Eva tramping in the Swiss Alps.

After the war some of Eva’s extended family emigrated to Melbourne, Australia. The photos and stories that they 
sent back to Liverpool sparked Eva’s interest and at 26 years old, she thought that she would become a 10 pound 
Pom. In 1951 a young single woman traveling by herself was somewhat unusual. But it does perhaps indicate the 
independent nature and belief that she could do anything. She became an intrepid traveller throughout her life.

Eva left Liverpool on January 5th 1951 on the boat RMS Orcades and arrived in Melbourne 23 days later on 28th 
January. Eva soon found work and a place to live with the support of the aunts and uncles who had previously 
arrived.

Eva loved to do ballroom dancing and she soon found a dance partner called Jack. They danced together for 
many years and you will see photos of them together during the slide show. They won many cups and trophies 
during their competition years.

Eva encouraged Deborah and I to try ballroom dancing as Roy was not interested in dancing at all. He would do a 
reluctant shuffle on the dance floor but didn’t understand the whole competition side of dancing. We started hav-
ing lessons and eventually we partnered with twin boys Richard and Patrick Saville. This caused some confusion 
with the judges at competitions.  This is where Eva became a stage mother and we have very many memories of 
Mum making us identical dancing dresses and using copious amounts of hair spray to hold our buns in place. Eva 
took us to many competions until our teenage years when other interests took us away.
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So back to Melbourne, in 1954 Eva’s younger sister Edna decided to join her in Melbourne. While on the boat 
from Liverpool, Edna met her future husband George Goodwin.  Edna and George eventually married and settled 
in Melbourne. With Edna married, Eva decided to move to Queensland and worked in Brisbane for a period of 
time. Eva had some friends from Liverpool who had moved to Canada and she thought she would visit them to 
see what Canada could provide. In 1957, before leaving for Canada, Eva decided to have a holiday on Hayman 
Island (off the Queensland coast). While there she received quite a lot of attention from other visitors in particular 
a young Kiwi called Roy Aspray.

Roy had travelled from Christchurch to Australia for business and had added a short holiday on Hayman Island 
before he returned home. I think Mum might have been impressed that Roy had his own business at the age of 
28 years. Roy returned home to Christchurch but he was very keen to see more of this attractive slightly older 
lady with the English accent. They kept in contact and Eva decided to come to Christchurch to check out if Roy 
was who he said he was a furniture manufacturer with a future and not some bin man off the rubbish trucks.

Eva arrived in Christchurch around July 1957. We have heard that she caused quite a stir arriving with her ele-
gant clothes and accent in a slightly provincial Christchurch. Austin Bragg will speak later on to fill in more of the 
details of this time from the memories of Harold and Alison and their family.

As Eva discovered Roy was in fact who he said he was, with his own furniture manufacturing business. Roy at 
that time had setup his business in an old house on Rosewarne Street, where he used an old Singer sewing ma-
chine to sew the material for the chairs.

Within a few months Eva and Roy were engaged and married on 21st December 1957.  Their first home was in 
Linwood. Within a year or so they had brought a large 2 story house at 527 Moorhouse Avenue. They renovated 
it over the following years. Deborah and I arrived nearly 2 years later on the 10th October 1959.  Roy’s business 
outgrew the house in Rosewarne Street and he leased a factory in Falsgrave Street (behind the current AMI stadi-
um or the old Lancaster Park).

Once we started school, Eva starting worked for the TAB as a betting teller placing bets on the horse races. She 
worked her way up into Management over the years and retired as the Manager of the Lichfield Street TAB which 
was on the ground floor of the Lichfield Street carpark building.  

During our childhood, Eva often did work in the evening to earn extra money. She used a comptometer to calcu-
late and total stocktake sheets. This was like a huge and very heavy calculator. I can remember Mum working at 
the kitchen table many evenings. She could do a page of calculations without looking at the keyboard, making 
her fingers move in different patterns over the keys and to carry out multiplication meant a terrific pounding of the 
keys which made the table vibrate.

Eva tried to provide a healthy and balanced diet for Deborah and I as children. Mum’s belief was that all vegeta-
bles were healthy whether you liked them or not. I can remember sitting at the kitchen table trying to eat brussel 
sprouts which had been boiled to well beyond their best.  I still don’t like brussel sprouts even as an adult no 
matter what others tell me about their charms. Deborah and I thought we had solved our problem by smuggling 
the brussel sprouts into our dressing gown pockets and trying to flush them down the toilet later on. It didn’t quite 
work, as they don’t flush even with copious amount of toilet paper on top. They tend to float back up and give the 
game away. After the toilet plan failed, we tried to feed them to Thomas our black cat who would not assist us in 
our deceit.

Eva loved fashion and tried to look well turned out whenever she left the house. You will see many examples of 
this in the following photos.  I can recall only a couple of fashion faux pas. You will also see both these outfits in 
the slide show as they were worn at significant events like weddings. The first one was a bright pink straw bowler 
hat and a blue penguin suit, that Eva wore to the wedding of Dianne Langford (who was our baby sitter for many 
years) and we were her bridesmaids. Deborah and I hated that outfit and were appalled that Mum wore it that day 
as some of our school friends were in the choir that sang at the service. The other faux pas was a very bright long 
floral suit. It screams of psychedelic 1970s fashion along with the bouffant hair style.

In 1970 Eva and Roy brought a section on Scarborough Hill in Sumner. They started building the following year 
and the house was completed in 1972.

Roy and Eva took immense pride in this achievement and I can only imagine the sacrifices that had to be made 
to achieve it. Roy did all the joinery for the house, but unfortunately this had to fitted in around the furniture orders 
that came into the factory. When we first moved into the house on Scarborough Hill we did not have any of the in-
ternal doors which caused a few difficulties when needing to go to the toilet – you certainly had to pick your time.

Another memory of the house on Scarborough involves me learning to drive Mum’s car. We were coming back 
from a driving lesson and it must have been one of my first attempts to drive up our drive. For those who don’t 
know the Scarborough driveway, it was a very steep and in the beginning unsealed drive. 
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Unfortunately, I didn’t have enough pressure on the accelerator and stalled the manual car half way up, more than 
slight panic on my part but Mum kept her cool and got me to roll back down the driveway and around the bend 
into the Andersons driveway. There was no opting out and Mum made me do it again, this time successfully. I re-
member Mum and Dad both saying at the time if you can’t drive on the hill then you should be driving on the road!

For Christmas 1973, Roy gave Eva a return ticket to the UK so that she could go and see her family. She hadn’t 
been back to the UK in 20 years so this was a very special trip. While Eva was away she arranged to meet up 
with her friend Jan Carver in London. From there they did a road trip around the UK, so think Thelma and Louise 
without the tragic ending.

Moving to Scarborough Hill provided Eva with her first experience of a waste disposal unit. Mum was in an envi-
ronmental/save the planet period at the time and made Deborah or I go downstairs with a large sieve and bucket 
to collect the chopped up vegetable scraps as they came down the pipe from the kitchen above. These scraps 
would be buried later in the garden. There was always an argument between Deborah and I as to whose turn it 
was to do this. We especially hated having to do this in the middle of the winter in the pouring rain.

In 1990, Eva and Roy moved to a smaller house on Santa Maria Avenue on Mount Pleasant. Mum has always fed 
the birds at each of the houses she has lived in. She would throw toast crusts and other scraps out onto the lawn 
and the number of birds steadily increased over time. This created some conflict between Eva and Roy as all Dad 
could see were the dropping that the birds left behind on his precious lawn. Eva kept on feeding the birds despite 
Roy’s protests and would wait until he was out before doing so. Eva continued to feed the birds at Rhodes on 
Cashmere and Essie Summers Retirement Villages, her next two homes, which then upset the caretakers instead 
of Roy. As a result of being told off too many times, Eva then resorted to saving up the scraps for disposal off site. 
Deborah and I were often asked to stop the car beside an empty section so she or later on granddaughter Evan-
gelene could continue to feed the birds.

Eva was a much loved wife, mother and grandmother and was especially proud of being grandmother as I had 
made her wait so long for Evangelene’s arrival. She saw many of her friends and family achieve the grandmother 
status which left her wondering if it would ever happen. When deciding on what she was to be called by the first 
and only grandchild, she was adamant that she was not going to be a Nana as that made her think of Nana Bragg 
(Roy’s foster parents). She eventually decided on Nan and Roy on Grandad.

In closing I hope you have enjoyed some of the stories and insights that we have shared with you today into Eva’s 
life with her family and friends. Eva was a remarkable lady who taught her daughters to be independent thinkers 
who love to travel as much as she did. 

We will miss you Mum. Thank you.

 

We will miss you Mum and Dad.

Thank you.
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EVA ASPRAY – OUR MEMORIES 

By Austen Bragg

Good afternoon everyone. My name is Austin Bragg and I have been asked to speak on behalf of my parents 
Alison and Harold Bragg.

We first met Eva when Roy brought her down to our farm at Geraldone after he had returned from a holiday at 
Hayman Island, Australia in 1957.

She had never been on a farm before so was in for some surprises. We had no electricity, so going to bed by can-
dlelight was a new experience for her, as was having to walk a reasonable distance to the outside long drop loo!

Eva would be up early in the morning to help Harold get the cows in for milking, and just loved roaming the hills 
around the farm.

When Eva and Roy married in 1957, Harold was Best Man and Alison Matron of Honour. Conincidently, the min-
ster who married them was the man who introduced Harold and Alison eight years earlier.

Harold and Alison remember Roy & Eva introducing them to the nightlife in Christchurch which was very exciting. 
Eva was beautiful dancer while Roy seemed to have two left feet! However, they compromised successfully and 
our family had many memorable times together. We were often intrigued by Eva’s elaborate cigarette holders at 
social occaisions. 

Eva was extremely kind to Nana Bragg after she was widowed. She used to travel down to Gerladine frequently 
to see her and helped with the big shift to Christchurch.

Our family will always remember the Humbug sweeets Eva used to make for Harold, and she would replenish the 
jar eack time we went to visit.

Harold and Alison had some great holidays with Eva and Roy in Nerang, Queensland and our last holiday was up 
in the Northern Territory of Australia.

Unfortunately a 4 month trip Harold and Alison had planned to the UK and Europe had to be abandoned in Hawaii 
due to medical problems.

We remember Eva as being very accomplished in the kitchen, and her gas oven in Moorhouse Ave was the first 
time we had ever seen anyone cook with gas.

Our family also remembers Eva as an intrepid traveller, and can recall her telling us many fascinating tales when 
she travelled on her own throughout Europe using a EuroRail pass. 

In Eva - we have certainly lost a true friend.
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EVA ASPRAY - LONG TERM FRIEND

By Jan Carver

I first met Eva in 1966 while we were working at the TAB. We were the first staff to sell on the day of the change-
over to decimal currency. A lovely friendship developed which has lasted all these years.

We both got away for a holiday in 1974, left our husbands and twins, and travelled the world individually but met 
up in London where we had a car courtesy of Roy (as he had brought a brand new Ford in New Zealand).

It was such an eye opener for me, but Eva had so many memories of her single days in England. She introduced 
me to many of her relatives, especially her cousin Norma and husband Len in Croydon (South London). They 
both remained my friends until they passed on. 

Over the years, Eva stayed with me in Sydney and I stayed with her in Nerang (Gold Coast). This is where she 
taught me the card game Phase 10 which we played many games of.

We had another holiday together in England in 2000. This time we had to hire a car and were in a more fortunate 
position that we could afford a room each in a nice hotel instead of cheap B&Bs and Youth Hostels of our previ-
ous visit.

It was lovely to join Eva and Roy to celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary in 2007, that Deborah, Wendy and 
Evangelene had so beautiful organised.

Eva was a loyal and loving wife and mother and a faithful friend. 

I will miss her very much.
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